SOAK ACHY MUSCLES IN
RELAXING SOAKER TUB

How Small Businesses Build Profits
(NAPSA)—Increasingly “in”
among savvy small businesses
looking for ways to grow and prosper, is the idea of outsourcing.
Tens of thousands of small
business owners rely on specialty
companies that find outsourcing
referrals and get projects completed quickly and easily.
The primary advantage is
financial. Outsourcing online can
cost substantially less than
searching for service contractors
offline or hiring employees.
Pricing is competitive, often
allowing business owners who
thought they couldn’t afford professionally created brochures or
an e-commerce Web site to purchase the services they require to
move their businesses forward.
Outsourcing Made Simple
The challenges associated with
finding, evaluating and outsourcing to an expert can be daunting.
Traditionally, businesses have
relied on personal networks or
phone directories to find a good Web
developer, accountant or designer.
Shopping for services has typically
meant multiple contacts and
repeated project descriptions, followed by long waits for proposals.
These tasks tend to take time
and attention away from what
really matters to small business
owners—customer service, product quality and other core-competency issues.
Since it’s inception, one company, Elance Online has connected nearly 100,000 businesses
with service professionals based
throughout the United States and
the world. The platform that the

company provides, called “Everyday Outsourcing,” is free to business owners who want to hire outsourced expertise (buyers). The
site charges a nominal fee to service professionals who wish to
offer their services to buyers.
A free resource for buyers, the
business model is based on a pool
of qualified service professionals
who subscribe to be listed.
The firm provides a simple way
for buyers to publish their requirements and get competitive price
quotes for their projects. Qualified
service providers then review the
project description, often within
minutes of the posting, and place
their bids. Before selecting a service provider buyers can browse
portfolios and credentials or check
feedback ratings left for providers
by other buyers that have worked
with them in the past.
The Bottom Line
For businesses interested in
outsourcing professional services,
the company offers an excellent
means to support sustainable
growth in an increasingly competitive business climate.
Learn More
You can get more information
at www.elanceonline.com.

(NAPSA)—Hectic schedules are
causing stress for more Americans,
and giving them less time for relaxation. Fortunately, adding a soaker
tub to your bathroom may be the
cure your tired joints and weary
bones have longed for.
Most soaker tubs feature ergonomic designs that offer numerous
therapeutic benefits. Besides offering more room than conventional
steel tubs, soaker tubs made with
Lucite® are warm to the touch, and
deeper, making it possible to cover
the entire body while soaking.
Soaking in a hot tub can also
improve circulation, eliminate toxins, soften tissue, open pores and
help relax the muscles and joints.

“The bathtub can be a sanctuary
used to rejuvenate aching muscles
and joints,” says Bill Faulhaber,
manager of corporate communications for Lucite International.
“Because a Lucite® surface is nonporous, owners can fully enjoy the
relaxing benefits of their purchase
without the hassles associated with
cleaning other tub surfaces.”
Because of its excellent resistance to fading, Lucite’s durable
and functional material is used in
thousands of products including
portable spas, bathtubs, sinks,
retail displays and signs, architectural and building products,
furniture, automobiles, lighting,
castings and embedments, and
even jewelry. The material is
available in many different colors
and textures.

A Second Time Around For A Humor Classic
(NAPSA)—A book that was described as “wickedly funny—
clever and iconoclastic” by Publisher’s Weekly when it was first
released in 1979 is being brought
back to life.
To celebrate the 25th anniversary of Shel Silverstein’s groundbreaking adult humor collection,
HarperCollins Publishers and the
Shel Silverstein Estate are releasing a gift-size edition of “Different
Dances,” (October 2004; $29.95).
Long out of print, the book
takes readers on what’s described
as a provocative, witty journey
into the human condition.
The stories in the collection
focus on the absurdities of private
obsessions, insecurities and neuroses with the dark and edgy
mature humor that first launched
Silverstein’s career as a popular
cartoonist for Playboy magazine
in 1956.
Said Mark Bryant, Executive
Editor, HarperCollins Publishers,“We hope his 21st century fans
will read this volume and identify
with the themes that still ring
true 25 years after the book’s first
publication.”
In addition to Silverstein’s
work as a cartoonist, he was a
Grammy-winning/Oscar-nominated songwriter and playwright.
He began his career as a
draftee on the staff of Pacific
Stars and Stripes in the 1950s,
and from there, created work for
Hugh Hefner at Playboy from the
1950s through the 1990s, and
some original material was even
published after his death in 1999.

A collection of stories by songwriter, playwright, musician, poet
and performer Shel Silverstein
has been rereleased.
He went on to write hundreds of
songs, many covered by celebrated
musicians, including Johnny Cash
(“A Boy Named Sue”) and Dr.
Hook and the Medicine Show
(“Cover of the Rolling Stone”);
recorded numerous albums, and
in 2002, was elected to the Country Music Songwriters Hall of
Fame. He also wrote plays—more
than 15 of which were produced—
and with David Mamet, wrote the
screenplay for the 1988 film
“Things Change.”
HarperCollins is considered one
of the leading English-language
publishers in the world and is a
subsidiary of News Corporation.
To learn more, visit the Web
site at www.harpercollins.com.

Making Your Home Party Ready:
Simple Tips From “Mr. Fix-It”
by Lou Manfredini...
(NAPSA)—A good host stops at
nothing to ensure the comfort of
guests, but a master host never
forgets that the home itself must
also be prepared in order to keep
things running safely and
smoothly. Staying on
top of home care
means that when it
comes time to host
the party, you’ll be
free to enjoy it as
much
as
your
guests.
Lou Manfredini
These simple preventative measures
will not only help make your festive occasion a success but will
also make your home safe and
comfortable every day of the year.
• Furniture gets a lot of wear
and tear when you’re having a
party. Your favorite rickety “antique” chair might just give out
when someone sits on it and that
could break up more than just the
party. Spend a few minutes using
some wood glue and clamps to
secure that chair and prevent
mishaps from ruining your party,
or any other day.
• We take for granted how
often we flush the toilet and use
the sink, but when a clog occurs, it
quickly throws a wrench into the
party works. Most people (79-percent) will choose to fix clogs themselves, and now there’s a more
convenient product that can help
get the job done faster and easier
than traditional methods. It’s CLR
Power Plumber, a pressurized
drain opener that uses 70 lbs of
pressure per square inch to rid

Recycling: It’s as Easy as 1-2-3
***
Nothing is ever lost by courtesy.
It is the cheapest of pleasures,
costs nothing and conveys
much.
—Erastus Wiman
***
pipes of clogs, that can also be
used every few weeks to prevent
them from ever forming. Without
harsh chemicals, acids, lye or
CFCs, Power Plumber is safer for
pipes, the family and the environment than traditional methods.
• Candles can create a pleasant
ambiance no matter what the
event, but extra people (especially
children) and open flames can be a
risky combination. Keep flames
away from drapes, furniture or
other items that could ignite. I like
to estimate what time the party
will be over and set my oven timer
to remind me to blow the candles
out. Always have working smoke
detectors and fire extinguishers in
the house, “just in case”...
Staying on top of small household chores like these will ease
stress when you’re gearing up to
host a party in your home. That
way, you know your home is
already in order, leaving you free
to focus on hosting and enjoying
the party.
Lou Manfredini is a home improvement expert and author. For
more useful home tips from Lou,
visit www.mrfixithometips.com.

***
Consistency is contrary to
nature, contrary to life. The only
completely consistent people
are dead.
—Aldous Huxley
***

***
Politics is perhaps the only profession for which no preparation is thought necessary.
—Robert Louis Stevenson
***

***
The strongest of all warriors are
these two — Time and Patience.
—Leo Tolstoy
***
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(NAPSA)—Here for a change, is
good news about our environment.
Recycling is becoming more than
just a trend, it’s proving to be a hot
topic of conversation as more people realize just how important it is.
While there is still much to do, education and outreach efforts have
resulted in signs of progress.
Approximately 80 percent of
Americans have access to some
kind of plastics recycling program.
Additionally, data has shown that
nearly half of all people in the
U.S. are now served by curbside
collection programs. These programs along with drop-off and
buy-back centers play a key role
in diverting waste from landfills.
So, how can you do your part?
Waste Management, Inc. one of
the nation’s largest recyclers and
the largest waste collector in
North America, offers some tips to
help you “Think Green.”
Consider this, the average
American uses 650 lbs. of paper
per year. Using recycled paper can
make a difference. One ton of
recycled paper saves 17 trees,
7,000 gallons of water and prevents 60 lbs of air pollutants.
Need more convincing? Every
ton of recycled newspaper saves
4100 kWh or enough energy to
power a television for 31 hours.
When it comes to doing your
part, just remember this simple
equation: reduce, reuse and recycle. You can reduce the amount of

More and more Americans are
getting around to recycling.
waste you create by among other
things, reusing boxes, donating
old magazines to local causes and
turning empty jars into containers
for leftover food.
Holidays offer many opportunities to do your part. Consider using
your fine china at holiday gatherings instead of paper plates and
don’t forget to add your holiday
meal scraps to the compost heap.
Use gift bags instead of wrapping
paper. They can be used again and
they help keep paper out of the
waste stream. Last but not least,
think ahead about recycling your
Christmas tree. Consider turning
it into landscaping mulch or compost. If that’s not an option, then
find out where you can drop it off.
Each of us can do our part. Let
the three “R’s”—reduce, reuse and
recycle—be your guide during the
holidays and all year round.

